I moved here because I was drawn to the undamaged nature of the land. My experience of the Buffalo & other local rivers and lakes were key to that feeling.

I made the mistake of believing that this WAS indeed 'The Natural State'. It may have been at one time. But today it is fast becoming 'The Everything Can Be Sold State'. National treasures, political favor, our morality and legacies... Everything can be sold to the highest bidder.

Our truest and most valuable state assets are not the disposable ones, they are the purity of the land and water, And solid people of good conscience.

The solid people of Arkansas' good conscience have made a human shield around our natural treasures. We will work with you, or you may join us, but you will not take what belongs to all & future generations.

"I support the changes proposed by ADEQ to Rule 5 and Rule 6 that would institute a permanent moratorium on issuance of permits for medium and large swine CAFOs in the Buffalo National River watershed."